Abstract-This study investigated the effects of altering foot placement on the strategies used by able-bodied subjects to perform reaching tasks while standing. The motivation for this study was to consider the results in the context of a person with a spinal cord injury using a functional neuromuscular stimulation (FNS) system to stand while reaching. Three foot placement conditions were compared as subjects reached to the left, right, and center. Centers of pressure (COP), joint angles, and joint moments were calculated as postural parameters using force platform and video marker data. Side-by-side and wide foot placements resulted in similar postural parameters. In contrast, the modified tandem stance (feet spaced at pelvic width with one foot shifted forward) resulted in anterior/posterior COP excursions that were larger in magnitude and more consistent across reach directions when compared to the other foot placement conditions. Furthermore, the movement patterns used during the tandem stance were more consistent and may be more readily achievable with FNS than the movement patterns utilized with the side-by-side and wide stances. These results suggest that the modified tandem stance may enhance the functionality of FNS standing systems and may also be useful in other standing rehabilitation programs.
Able-bodied postural control has been analyzed by monitoring the subtle shifts in the center of pressure (COP) that occur when a subject is quietly standing [8] , [9] . Alternative methods test postural stability by applying a perturbation to a standing subject and analyzing the subject's response to this disturbance [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Other researchers have investigated postural responses when the perturbation was a result of a subject-controlled motion such as rapid arm movements [17] , [18] or leaning while carrying a load [19] . Reaching while standing is another example of a subject-controlled perturbation, although most studies involving reaching have been predominantly concerned with kinematic control of the upper extremities [20] , [21] .
Postural responses in able-bodied individuals involve a coordinated activation of synergistic muscles that may be modulated by experience [12] . Adjusting the foot placement of a standing subject changes the biomechanical constraints of the lower extremities and would also likely alter postural responses. Examples of constraints that are dependent on foot placement include the size of the base of support and the geometrical orientations of the passive structures for the lower extremities. While the majority of the aforementioned studies were performed with the subjects in side-by-side stances, several studies examined postural responses with alternative foot placements. These studies found altered postural responses [9] , [19] and utilization of different motor control strategies [8] when various foot placements were adopted. Therefore, altered postural responses as a function of foot placement may be due to changes in the biomechanical constraints that influence muscle coordination strategy.
In able-bodied individuals, standing balance can be maintained when reaching by a combination of coordinated joint rotations that may involve movement of the COP between the two feet. As an example of coordinated rotations, ankle plantarflexion can be combined with hip flexion on the same extremity to maintain balance. The COP must remain within the base of support, which is an area bounded by the outer points of contact for both feet with the floor. Since the base of support is defined by the positioning of the feet, the ability to shift the COP may be manipulated by adjusting foot placement prior to the execution of movement.
In the case of SCI individuals standing with FNS, stimulated muscles provide stability through joint stiffness, but precise control of joint rotations may be impractical. However, COP shifts may be possible by gross adjustments of the stimulation levels to the lower extremities. Sufficient joint stiffness is also necessary to maintain balance during upper extremity motions involved in reaching. It is intuitive that widening one's stance from a side-by-side foot placement may increase one's ability to shift weight in the medial/lateral (M/L) direction (see Section II for foot placement definitions). Likewise, shifting a foot forward from the side-by-side stance to a modified tandem stance should increase one's ability to shift weight in the anterior/posterior (A/P) direction. Furthermore, altering foot placement may change the coordination between joint rotations that are required to shift one's weight while reaching. In both the side-by-side and wide foot placements, a complex balance of opposing ankle plantarflexion/dorsiflexion and hip flexion/extension may be required to maintain the A/P COP within a base of support limited by foot length. However, the modified tandem stance increases the A/P base of support and may allow a coordinated movement where ankle dorsiflexion and hip flexion simultaneously occur during reaching. This would result in a potentially simpler postural control problem, as stiffness in the form of ankle plantarflexion and hip extension moments would both act in the same direction to maintain balance. Such a control strategy may prove more feasible to implement with an FNS standing system.
In this study, we focused on the task of reaching at a counter because it may provide increased functional benefits to individuals with SCI. More specifically, preparatory adjustments prior to reaching and the postural responses to this subject-controlled perturbation were of particular interest. This study with able-bodied individuals investigates the possibility that proper foot placement may improve postural stability while standing and performing reaching tasks. Using able-bodied individuals for initial studies allows the repetitive testing of multiple conditions without the safety concerns that dominate experimental protocols involving persons standing with FNS. The use of ablebodied experiments in the design of FNS systems is commonplace [16] , [22] , [23] and rooted in the belief that FNS standing should mimic intact standing without being overly complex. Foot placements that provide advantages to able-bodied individuals will be considered as likely candidates for improved standing with FNS.
The goals of this study were: 1) to quantify the postural effects of foot placement on able-bodied subjects while standing and reaching at a counter and 2) to use the results in the design of control strategies for FNS standing systems. It was hypothesized that a wide foot placement would result in an enhanced utilization of M/L COP excursions when reaching to the right and left. A second hypothesis was that a modified tandem stance would result in an increased utilization of A/P COP excursions and that it would significantly affect joint coordination strategy when reaching forward.
II. METHODS

A. Experimental Protocol
Five participants (age 28.8 7.6 years) volunteered for this study after providing informed consent. As depicted in Fig. 1 , [24] , the participants performed a series of reaching tasks using three different foot placements: side-by-side stance; wide stance; and modified tandem stance. The side-by-side stance had the feet at a width (ankle joint center to ankle joint center) approximately equal to the distance between the subject's anterior superior iliac spines. The wide stance also Fig. 1 . Foot placements used during the reaching trials. The ankle joint to ankle joint stance width for the side-by-side foot placement was approximately the width between the subject's anterior superior iliac spines. Stance widths for the alternative foot placements are indicated in terms of the side-by-side stance width. For the tandem stance, the ankle joint to ankle joint stance depth is 100% of the participant's foot length. The images of the foot and other body segments depicted in Figs. 1-3 , and 5 were created using SIMM software (Musculographics, Evanston, IL). had the subject's feet side-by-side, but at a width twice that of the side-by-side stance [19] . The modified tandem stance had the feet at side-by-side width, but with one leg shifted anteriorly and the other shifted posteriorly, each by half the subject's foot length (similar to the 45 position in [9] ). The leg chosen to shift forward corresponded to the subject's dominant hand that was utilized for the reaching tasks (all five subjects were right-hand dominant). As each participant performed the reaching tasks, 29 reflective markers (12 additional markers were used for static calibration) were tracked using a six camera Motion Analysis (Santa Rosa, CA) video system (Fig. 2) . The participant also stood with each foot on a separate Kistler (Amherst, NY) force platform during the trials to measure ground reactions and centers of pressure.
During the reaching trials, each participant moved a 1-kg object to selected positions on a table 90 cm in height. Initially, each participant moved the object with their right (dominant) hand to their maximum reach in the anterior direction (maximum center reach). The subjects were instructed to let their left arm hang freely at their side and not to use their left hand to lean against the table. The maximum center reach was measured and 75% of this distance was marked at three different orientations: 45 to the right of center; center; and 45 to the left of center. Movements to these locations were referred to as "targeted" reaches. Participants were then asked to perform a series of six motions for each trial at a comfortable pace that would be completed within a 20-s interval. As depicted in Fig. 3 , the motions included targeted and maximum reaches in the right, center, and left directions. The targeted reaches in each direction were of equal length, while the maximum reaches indicated the maximal reach capability in each direction. This series of six reaches was repeated three times for each foot placement for a total of nine trials (54 reaches) for each participant.
B. Biomechanical Analysis
The following parameters were calculated to quantify postural adjustments during reaching: maximum reach; COP trace boundaries; COP excursions; joint angle excursions; and joint moments. Maximum reach was measured using the 27 untargeted tasks per subject, while COP excursions and joint angle excursions were measured using the 27 targeted tasks per subject. The data from the set of six reaches in each trial were used to determine COP trace boundaries and correlations between various pairs of kinematic/kinetic variables. Joint moments were calculated for the targeted center reach from each of the nine trials per subject.
Maximum reach was calculated from marker data by determining the displacement of the right wrist marker from the starting reach position to the maximum reach positions. An increase in maximum reach when using a particular foot placement would indicate that greater reach distances could be achieved before approaching the limits of functional capability. The COP traces were calculated and normalized in the A/P direction by the A/P base of support and in the M/L direction by the M/L base of support for each respective stance. To find the COP trace boundaries, the normalized data were converted to polar coordinates and the outer radial boundary of the trace was determined. Plots of the COP trace boundaries illustrate the area within the base of support used by the subject and allow comparisons of weight shift patterns across reaching directions. In addition, the maximum A/P and M/L COP excursions during the targeted reaches were compiled to compare these values at equal reach distances. Maximum COP excursions give an indication for each foot placement of the role that lower extremity weight shifts play in the completion of each reach task. The remaining analyses focused upon the targeted reaching tasks since they represent functional reaching tasks that are likely to be used in activities of daily living.
Joint centers for the ankles, knees, hips, and L5/S1 intervertebral disk were estimated using tracked and reconstructed anatomical landmark positions [25] . In addition, clusters of anatomical landmark and joint center positions were used to designate axes for the calf, thigh, lower torso, and upper torso. Three successive Euler rotations (flexion/extension, abduction/adduction, and axial twist) were used to define the joint angles between adjacent sets of segmental axes throughout the reaching motion. From these data, joint angle excursions were determined by subtracting joint angles at the targeted reach posture from the initial posture. Joint angle excursions were used to indicate the strategy of joint coordination utilized during reaching for each foot placement. Next, segment parameters were calculated using participant anthropometric measurements and predictive equations [26] , [27] . Joint moments occurring during the targeted center reach were then determined using Newton-Euler equations of motion starting at the foot segments and working successively through the body to the lower torso [28] . Maximum joint moments were analyzed to predict whether the joints were exposed to greater magnitudes of loading when adopting different foot placements.
In order to further analyze coordination strategies, correlation coefficients were calculated to quantify the relationship between pairs of kinematic/kinetic variables. The time series of wrist marker position was used as an indicator of reach output; the time series of the A/P component of COP and the A/P component of sacral marker position were used to represent lower body maneuvers. The correlation coefficients were calculated between wrist marker position and each of the lower body measures to evaluate the consistency in the relationships between these varaibles. The A/P component of these values was chosen since FNS reaching will likely involve predominantly sagittal joint rotations of the lower extremities.
C. Statistical Analysis
Multivariate ANOVA was performed using SAS (Cary, NC) to test the dependence of maximum reach, COP excursions, and joint angle excursions on trial number, foot placement, and reach direction. In addition, these dependent variables were tested using least square means for effects between foot placements, reach directions, and foot placement/reach direction interactions. Each dependent variable was tested for significance at 0.05 on each individual subject's data and combined as a group of five subjects. These steps were taken to determine if one subject biased the results of the group and to determine the percentage of subjects that followed the overall trend of the group. Therefore, dependent variables that displayed statistical significance for all five subjects individually and as a group of five subjects were considered to be the strongest relationships. Similarly, multivariate ANOVA was utilized to test the dependence of the maximum joint moments for targeted center reach on trial number and foot placement. For this dependent variable, least square means were tested for effects between foot placements. As before, the maximum joint moments for targeted center reach were tested for significance at 0.05 on each individual subject's data and as a group of five subjects.
III. RESULTS
A. Maximum Reach
Maximum reach was not significantly dependent on foot placement (Fig. 4) . Across the set of five subjects, maximum reach to the left was significantly greater than maximum reach to the right or to the center. Maximum reach to the left was also significantly greater when analyzing each of the five subjects individually. None of the parameters tested using ANOVA were statistically dependent on the trial number.
B. Centers of Pressure
In Fig. 5 , COP trace boundaries are separated in each reach direction for a representative set of six reaches from subject one and combined for the entire reaching sequence when averaged over all subjects. In this figure, side-by-side foot placement boundaries are outlined with a rectangle, and the cross hairs indicate the theoretical maximum A/P and M/L boundaries for each stance. Qualitatively, the COP traces occurred within unique boundaries for each reach direction when using the side-by-side and wide stances. In contrast, the COP traces using the modified tandem stance were similar for all reach directions. When averaged across subjects, the COP trace boundaries for the self-selected and wide stances were similar to one another.
Both A/P and M/L COP excursions were statistically dependent upon reach direction. A/P COP excursions were Fig. 6 . COP excursions as a function of reach direction and foot placement. For each subject, the data points represent the COP excursion averaged over three trials for each foot placement. Inequality signs represent group-averaged statistical differences between foot placements for p < 0.05. For example, T > S means that the modified tandem stance had a significantly greater center of pressure excursion than the side-by-side stance. The number of subjects that showed individual significance appears within parentheses. (Abbreviations: S1 . . . S5-subjects one-five; S-side-by-side; W-wide; and T-modified tandem.) statistically greater for targeted center reach as compared to targeted left reach in 5/5 subjects and for targeted right reach as compared to targeted left reach in 4/5 subjects. In addition, both A/P and M/L COP excursions were also dependent upon foot placement. When comparing specific reaching tasks, A/P COP excursions were significantly greater for targeted right reach when using the modified tandem stance than when using the side-by-side or wide stances (Fig. 6) . Similarly, A/P COP excursions for targeted center reach were significantly greater when using the modified tandem stance as compared to the side-by-side or wide stances. In contrast, M/L COP excursions for targeted left reach were significantly greater when using the side-by-side and wide stances than when using the tandem stance.
C. Joint Angle Excursions
All joint angle excursions were dependent upon reach direction except trunk extension and right ankle abduction. For example, right hip external rotation, left hip internal rotation, and trunk lateral bending to the left all significantly increased from targeted right to targeted center to targeted left reach. When comparing foot placements, right ankle plantarflexion was significantly greater for the side-by-side and wide stances during targeted center reach as compared to the modified tandem stance, which instead involved dorsiflexion (Table I) . In contrast, significantly greater right hip abduction occurred when using the modified tandem stance for targeted left reach as compared to the self-selected stance. Left ankle eversion was also significantly greater when using the wide stance for targeted left reach as compared to the tandem stance. Each of these joint angle excursions provided insight into the changes in coordination strategy that occurred when the foot placement was altered.
D. Maximum Joint Moments
Joint moments for targeted center reach are displayed as a function of normalized reach time, with the participant in the starting posture at 0% and returning to the initial posture at 100% (Fig. 7) . Maximum right knee flexion and right hip abduction moments were significantly greater when using the modified tandem stance as compared to the side-by-side and wide foot placements. Trunk extension moments were also significantly greater when using the modified tandem stance as compared to the wide foot placement. These maximal joint moments occurred as targeted center reach was approached. Maximum left hip extension moments were also significantly greater when using the tandem stance as compared to the side-by-side and wide foot placements. In contrast, these maximal joint moments occurred during the initial and final standing postures. 
E. Coordination Patterns During Reaching
The mean correlation coefficient between wrist displacement and A/P COP was 0.89 for side-by-side, 0.88 for wide, and 0.87 for modified tandem stances. Three subjects displayed inverse relationships between wrist displacement and sacral marker position for the side-by-side mean and wide stances mean . In contrast, the remaining two subjects had consistently positive correlations averaging 0.49 for the side-by-side and 0.42 for the wide stances. For the modified tandem stance, correlations between wrist displacement and sacral marker position were always positive, with four subjects resulting in higher coefficients mean than the remaining subject mean . In Fig. 8 , the time series of the variables are displayed for trials performed by subject one that are representative of the group. In addition, stick figures are displayed that illustrate the relative changes of these variables during reaching.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Although targeted reaching distances were normalized to maximum center reach, there were some subject-to-subject differences in the magnitude of the biomechanical parameters. This might be due to individual differences in reaching strategy or differences in height, arm length, and/or other anthropometric measures. In contrast, no statistical dependencies were found due to trial number, which implies that subject fatigue and learning effects were not significant factors. One curious result (Fig. 4) was the fact that maximum reach to the left was greater than the maximum reach to the right or center. This is deceptive however, since subjects twisted the trunk, which rotated the shoulder closer to the target. Subjects also found reaching to the left to be least favorable.
1) COP Trace Boundaries Follow Consistent Patterns for Modified Tandem Stance:
Individual COP trace boundaries displayed a "birdlike" pattern for the side-by-side and wide stances and an ellipse along the base of support for the modified tandem stance (Fig. 5) . The subjects shifted their weight differently for each reach direction when using the side-by-side and wide stances. For these foot placements, the COP followed a path that was approximately parallel to the line of action for the particular reaching task. In addition, the wide stance may allow 'sloppier' control [9] for reaching to the right and left, since the COP trace boundaries were similar in area to self-selected stance, but a smaller percent of the maximum. When using the modified tandem stance, participants demonstrated a similar strategy for shifting their weight regardless of the reach direction. Each subject showed a distinct transfer of weight to their front foot, especially during reaching tasks to the right and center. This is of interest since it indicates that the weight shifting strategy with the modified tandem stance was more generalized and could be used for multiple tasks.
Increased A/P COP excursions with the modified tandem stance for the targeted right reach and the targeted center reach can be attributed to a base of support that was more closely aligned to the reach directions (Fig. 6) . These findings were consistent with the hypothesis that the modified tandem stance would enhance a person's ability to shift their weight forward and back. In contrast, decreased M/L COP excursions with the modified tandem stance for the targeted left reach were likely due to a base of support alignment that was nearly Fig. 8 . Coordination patterns during reaching. Results are shown for trials performed by subject one that are representative of the group. The graphs in column one represent a set of reaches using the side-by-side stance, and the graphs in column two represent a set of reaches using the modified tandem stance. Wrist displacement, A/P COP, and A/P sacral marker position were normalized over the time taken to complete the set of six reaching tasks. Correlation coefficients between the wrist displacement and the kinematic/kinetic measurements are displayed in the lower right-hand corner of these graphs. The stick figures in the third row demonstrate the relative changes of these parameters during reaching. perpendicular to the reach direction. Contrary to expectations, the wide stance did not result in significantly greater M/L COP excursions as compared to the side-by-side stance. This may simply be an indication that the reaching tasks did not require additional medial/lateral shifting of weight beyond the capabilities available with the side-by-side stance. There may also be additional stiffness present in the ankle and hip joints during the wide stance as a result of additional baseline ankle inversion and hip abduction involved with this foot placement. Outer stability boundaries were rarely approached with any stance, which was consistent with prior reports that COP excursions were restricted to 89% of the theoretical maximum when handling a load [19] .
2) Modified Tandem Stance Allowed a Translational Shift of the Pelvis: Hip to ankle angle excursion ratios averaged from 3 to 6 for the sagittal joint planes in all targeted reach directions for each foot placement. The lower range of these values were in agreement with a previous study that simulated A/P perturbations and found an optimal hip to ankle ratio of 3 [29] . During the targeted reaches, the modified tandem stance resulted in right ankle dorsiflexion, which was consistent with shifting of weight from the back to front foot (Table I) . Therefore, the modified tandem stance increased the available range of movement of the pelvis that could be utilized during reaching. In agreement with expectations, increases in A/P COP excursions with the modified tandem stance were a function of directionally consistent ankle (dorsiflexion) and hip (flexion) joint rotations. This finding has potential benefit when using an FNS standing system, since rotations at these joints may be superimposed to result in the required weight shift to complete a reaching task. This is in contrast to the side-by-side and wide stances, where opposing ankle and hip joint rotations would have to be balanced in an FNS standing system.
In general, the joint moment requirements were similar during the targeted center reach for the side-by-side and wide foot placements (Fig. 7) . However, the modified tandem stance resulted in additional knee and hip stiffness requirements for both the initial and final reaching postures. In the initial upright posture, higher left-knee abduction and left-hip extension moments were consistent with the subject's weight being preferentially shifted back on the left foot. Similarly, higher right knee flexion and right hip abduction moments in the targeted center reach posture were indicative of the subject's weight being shifted to the front foot as the reaching target was attained. For all foot placements, large trunk extension moments were associated with small trunk extension angle excursions for the targeted center reach, which indicates stiffening rather than rotation of the trunk. Therefore, as the COP shifted anteriorly during reaching, trunk extension moments stiffened the trunk to counteract the effects of gravity. The increased joint moment requirements for the initial posture when using the modified tandem stance are of particular concern for the FNS standing system user. A stable quiet stance will be essential before the FNS user can be expected to reach, and the modified tandem stance may be inappropriate for those with insufficient hip stiffness.
The upper extremities would likely be used for partial support during reaching for FNS standing system users, which may alter the postural adjustments observed with able-bodied subjects. However, the able-bodied data is consistent with the goal of FNS standing with minimal hand support or hands-free standing. Nondominant hand support may be advantageous for all stances in terms of providing extension moments to the trunk and hips, thereby reducing the requirements for trunk and hip stiffness. Use of the upper extremity may also be particularly beneficial during the modified tandem stance since the base of support would be increased by forming a tripod.
3) Modified Tandem Stance Produces Consistent Upper/ Lower Body Coordination Patterns:
The use of online readings from sensors in an FNS standing system is of interest to correct imperfections in a feedforward control system and to detect unforeseen perturbations that a user might encounter. Sensor measurements could also be used in adaptive control systems to indicate day-to-day differences in muscle response to stimulation and to detect the onset of fatigue. When examining the biomechanics of reach for potential sources of online information in an FNS standing system, A/P COP was highly correlated with wrist displacement (Fig. 8) . For all foot placements, the subject shifted their weight forward as their wrist displacement increased toward a targeted or maximal reach. This relationship was particularly strong during reaches to the right and to the center. In order to incorporate A/P COP feedback into an FNS standing system, force platforms can be used in a laboratory setting or pressure sensors placed in the shoes could be used in a portable system. Questions remain about the durability of pressure sensors placed in the shoes and, therefore, a second sensor measurement, A/P sacral marker position, was also explored.
In three of five subjects using the side-by-side and wide stances, the A/P sacral marker position was inversely related to the wrist displacement. These findings were consistent with a postural strategy of ankle plantarflexion combined with hip flexion, which results in the pelvis moving posteriorly as the subject reaches anteriorly. For the other two subjects, the A/P sacral marker position was directly, but weakly correlated to the wrist displacement when using the side-by-side and wide stances. In contrast, four out of the five subjects resulted in high correlations between A/P sacral marker position and wrist displacement when using the modified tandem stance. For the remaining subject using the modified tandem stance, the correlation was also positive, though lower than the other four subjects. Therefore, the modified tandem stance resulted in translational shifting of the pelvis in the anterior direction as the subject reached forward. To implement the A/P pelvic position in an FNS standing system, there are several laboratory-based systems for kinematic tracking as well as potentially viable options for portable sensors that use accelerometers, gyroscopes, and/or goniometers. Such a system may be more difficult to implement if the side-by-side or wide stances are utilized during reaching due to the varying postural strategies utilized (pelvis backward or pelvis forward) with these foot placements. The amplitude of the signals were also larger with the tandem stance, which would put lower demands on the resolution and signal to noise ratio of a sensor system.
4) Concluding Remarks:
The capability to shift weight and the postural mechanisms involved in shifting weight during reaching differed according to foot placement. The foot placements tested in this study represented the outer limits of what a person might naturally assume, and one would likely receive graded benefits from assuming an intermediate stance. For example, a FNS user who has difficulty shifting their weight forward might be aided by assuming a modified tandem posture where the feet are shifted a quarter foot length anteriorly and posteriorly. Moreover, reaching to the left was problematical when using the modified tandem stance. This may prove to be a less important issue in FNS standing when the left hand is used to provide an additional point of support.
An important implication of this study is that the modified tandem stance resulted in postural benefits during reaching and should be further investigated as a means of improving the capabilities of FNS system users. One potential advantage of the modified tandem stance may be that a consistent control strategy can be used in which weight is shifted from the back to the front foot. A second potential advantage may be the more predictable and useful readings from a pelvic-based position sensor during reaching. When using the modified tandem stance, one potential disadvantage is that more active and more precise control of hip moments may be required. In preliminary studies with an SCI subject using surface electrode stimulation, no difficulties were detected in maintaining quiet standing posture when using the modified tandem stance [30] . If needed, additional hip control could be achieved by modulating stimulation to the hip musculature or by adjusting support from the left hand during a right hand reach. The ultimate test of these foot placements will be implementation with multiple FNS users, where a mix of hand support and muscle stimulation will have to replace voluntary control.
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